
He took the bait like a male and he pulls like a male and his fight has no panic in it. I 
wonder if he has any plans or if he is just as desperate as I am? 
 He remembered the time he had hooked one of a pair of marlin. The male fish 
always let the female fish feed first and the hooked fish, the female, made a wild, panic-
stricken, despairing fight that soon exhausted her, and all the time the male had stayed 
with her, crossing the line and circling with her on the surface. He had stayed so close 
that the old man was afraid he would cut the line with his tail which was sharp as a 
scythe and almost of that size and shape. When the old man had gaffed her and clubbed 
her, holding the rapier bill with its sandpaper edge and dubbing her across the top of 
her head until her colour turned to a colour almost like the backing of mirrors, and then, 
with the boy’s aid, hoisted her aboard, the male fish had stayed by the side of the boat. 
Then, while the old man was clearing the lines and preparing the harpoon, the male 
fish jumped high into the air beside the boat to see where the female was and then went 
down deep, his lavender wings, that were his pectoral fins, spread wide and all his wide 
lavender stripes showing. He was beautiful, the old man remembered, and he had 
stayed. 
 
 
 He is a great fish and I must convince him, he thought. I must never let him learn 
his strength nor what he could do if he made his run. If I were him I would put in 
everything now and go until something broke. But, thank God, they are not as 
intelligent as we who kill them; although they are more noble and more able. 
 
 
 ʻI’ll kill him though,’ he said. ʻIn all his greatness and his glory.’ 
 Although it is unjust, he thought. But I will show him what a man can do and what 
a man endures. 
 ʻI told the boy I was a strange old man,’ he said. ʻNow is when I must prove it.’ 
 The thousand times that he had proved it meant nothing. Now he was proving it 
again. Each time was a new time and he never thought about the past when he was 
doing it. 
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